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Terahertz quantum cascade lasers are compact, electrically pumped semiconductor laser sources that are capable of
delivering tens of milliwatts of power in continuous wave. Here, we demonstrate that these devices can be operated in a
regime of active mode-locking by modulating their bias current with a radiofrequency synthesizer. Detection of the emitted
pulse train is made possible by phase-locking the quantum cascade laser repetition rate and carrier frequency to a
harmonic of the repetition rate of a mode-locked femtosecond fibre laser. This technique allows coherent sampling of the
terahertz electric field, showing that the terahertz pulses are transform-limited. In addition, our technique allows control of
the carrier-envelope phase shift of the quantum cascade laser.

Q
uantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are unipolar semiconductor
lasers based on electronic intersub-band transitions in the
conduction band of multilayered heterostructures1. In con-

trast to interband diode lasers, in which the lifetime of the electrons
populating the upper laser state is determined by electron–hole
recombination, the electron lifetime in QCLs is dominated by
non-radiative phenomena, and in particular optical–phonon scat-
tering. This leads to fast relaxation times on a picosecond timescale,
a characteristic that has an important effect on the dynamical prop-
erties of this family of devices2. In particular, modulation band-
widths of up to several tens of gigahertz have been demonstrated,
which have recently been exploited to show that the frequency sep-
aration, or roundtrip frequency, between the longitudinal modes of
multimode terahertz frequency QCLs3–7 can be stabilized using an
external radiofrequency (RF) synthesizer8–11. Under these con-
ditions, the laser is expected to operate in a regime of active
mode-locking, producing a train of short pulses. However, the
lack of suitable detection techniques in the terahertz range has so
far prevented the measurement of these pulses.

Difficulty in demonstrating QCL mode-locking has previously
been encountered at mid-infrared (mid-IR) frequencies, and arises
in part from the inefficiency of second-order autocorrelation tech-
niques in the mid-IR (and terahertz) ranges, therefore hindering
measurement of the emitted pulse train. The first reports of
passive and active mode-locking of mid-IR QCLs12,13 were later
identified as coherent dynamic instabilities resulting from the fast
gain recovery time (�1 ps) preventing the formation of stable
mode-locked pulses14,15. Recently, however, mode-locking of a
QCL operating at 6.3 mm has been demonstrated using second-
order autocorrelation with a two-photon quantum-well detector16.
In this case, a specific active region had to be designed to increase
the non-radiative upper-state lifetime to a few tens of picoseconds.
Compared to mid-IR QCLs, terahertz QCLs based on bound-to-
continuum active regions generally have longer non-radiative relax-
ation times of the upper laser state (�5–10 ps) as a result of the laser

transition energy lying below the optical phonon energy17–19. This
probably plays a significant role in allowing us to demonstrate the
results presented here.

In this Article, we show that terahertz QCLs can be operated in a
regime of active mode-locking. The measurement proof of mode-
locking operation is obtained by sampling the electric field ampli-
tude emitted by the QCL using a mode-locked femtosecond laser.
Mode-locked femtosecond lasers are established sources for
probing fast transient phenomena, with pump–probe experiments
using two mode-locked femtosecond lasers with slightly different
repetition rates becoming widespread20,21. In these experiments,
the time delay between the pump and the probe laser pulses is auto-
matically scanned at the difference frequency of the repetition rates.
This technique, known as asynchronous optical sampling, has
recently been applied in the terahertz frequency range to probe
broadband terahertz pulses generated with nonlinear optics22–25.
In a broader context, over the past decade, pairs of femtosecond
lasers have been used to demonstrate coherent optical pulse syn-
thesis26, and incoherent and coherent multiheterodyne spectroscopy
in the near-IR and mid-IR ranges27,28.

In our work, we use a commercial mode-locked erbium-doped
femtosecond laser emitting at 1.55 mm (193 THz), for the asyn-
chronous sampling of a mode-locked QCL emitting at 2.5 THz
(ref. 7). Mode-locking of the QCL is obtained by direct modulation
of its bias current close to the laser roundtrip frequency11.
Asynchronous sampling is made possible by phase-locking the
QCL source to the femtosecond laser; that is, the pulse repetition
rate of the QCL at �13.3 GHz and its carrier frequency at 2.5 THz
are simultaneously phase-locked to a harmonic of the repetition
rate of the femtosecond laser comb at 96.5 MHz (refs 11,29).
There are two advantages to this technique. First, it enables coherent
sampling of the terahertz QCL waveform over virtually unlimited
timescales, allowing us to prove unambiguously that the device is
operating in a regime of active mode-locking, and is generating
�10-ps-wide, transform-limited pulses. Second, it gives control of
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the QCL carrier-envelope phase shift, and allows terahertz fre-
quency synthesis30,31.

Results
Detection technique. In contrast to traditional experiments that
involve two femtosecond lasers with slightly different repetition
rates20–25, in this work the repetition rates of the mode-locked
QCL and femtosecond laser differ by more than two orders of
magnitude (13 GHz and 100 MHz). To derive an expression for
the sampled waveform emitted by the QCL, from now on we will
assume that the device is mode-locking, and is generating a pulse
train with a repetition rate f rep

QCL. The amplitude E(t) of the emitted
electric field can be written as the sum of the electric field of each
of the QCL longitudinal modes. The frequency of each mode can
be expressed in terms of its difference from the frequency of one
of the modes, nQCL, which will be termed the carrier frequency
(Fig. 1a). Because the separation between the modes is given
by frep

QCL , we can express the sum as

E(t) = exp(i · 2pnQCL · t)

×
∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp[i · (2pmf QCL
rep · t + fm)] + cc. (1)

where there are q/p longitudinal modes with frequencies
below/above nQCL, respectively, and Em and fm are their
amplitudes and phases, respectively. The total number of modes is
M¼ qþ p. Now, assume that the QCL electric field can be
sampled by the femtosecond laser using an appropriate technique
(see next section). Then the sampled field, Es(t), can be expressed as

Es(t) = E(t)
∑n=+1

n=−1

d t − n
f fs
rep

( )
(2)

where frep
fs is the pulse repetition rate (96 MHz) of the femtosecond

laser (Fig. 1b). For the purpose of calculating the sampled field, the
assumption that the pulse train emitted by the femtosecond laser
can be approximated by an equally spaced series of d-functions is
valid if the femtosecond pulse duration, tp

fs ≈ 100 fs, is shorter than
the period of the carrier wave, or

t fs
p , 1/nQCL (3)

In this case, tp
fs ≈ 100 fs and 1/nQCL ≈ 400 fs, so the condition is

satisfied29. Note that, because frep
fs ≪ frep

QCL, E(t) is heavily
undersampled. Now, by combining equations (1) and (2) (see
Methods for a detailed derivation), we obtain

Es(t) = exp(i · 2ph · t) ×
∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp[i · (2pmDf · t + fm)]
[ ]

×
∑n=+1

n=−1

d t − n
f fs
rep

( )
+ cc. = Ed(t) ×

∑n=+1

n=−1

d t − n
f fs
rep

( )

(4)

Here h¼ nQCL 2 r× frep
fs and Df¼ frep

QCL 2 k× frep
fs , with r¼ int

(nQCL/frep
fs ) and k¼ int ( frep

QCL/frep
fs ). From a comparison with equation

(1), it can be seen that Ed(t) is a replica of the terahertz QCL
waveform, where the original repetition rate and carrier frequency,
frep

QCL and vQCL, are replaced by Df and h, given respectively by
the difference between frep

QCL and vQCL and their closest harmonics
of frep

fs . As such, Ed(t) represents the lowest frequency waveform
that gives Es(t), when sampled at the same rate as E(t). Now,
because the new repetition rate Df , frep

fs , Ed(t), in contrast to E(t),
does not suffer from undersampling (only one in every k QCL
pulses is sampled by the femtosecond laser) and can therefore be
fully retrieved from Es(t). In more rigorous terms, according to the
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Figure 1 | Schematic diagram showing sampling of the terahertz QCL emission by a femtosecond laser in the time domain (left) and frequency domain

(right). a, Original terahertz pulse train electric field amplitude (green curve). The black curve represents the pulse envelope and the red dots indicate the

sampled points. d, Fourier transform of the original pulse train. b, Sampled terahertz pulse train by the femtosecond laser pulse train (see equation (2)). The

sampling time step is given by Dts¼ 1/frep
fs 2 k/frep

QCL, where k¼ int( frep
QCL/frep

fs ). In the example in the figure Dts is equal to 0.5 THz cycles. One in every k QCL

pulses is sampled by the femtosecond laser. e, Fourier transform of the sampled terahertz pulse train. Following equation (4), the spectrum is composed of

replicas of the Fourier transform of Ed(t), centred at n × frep
fs , where n is an integer. The shaded area indicates the modes selected by low-pass filtering

(see text). c, Down-converted terahertz pulse train after the low-pass filtering process. The repetition rate is Df¼ frep
QCL 2 k × frep

fs . f, Fourier transform of the

down-converted terahertz pulse train. The new carrier frequency is h¼ nQCL 2 r × frep
fs , where r¼ int (nQCL/frep

fs ). In d and f, the vertical dashed lines are

integer multiples of frep
QCL and Df respectively, and dTHz and dMHz indicate the corresponding carrier-envelope frequency offsets31 of the original terahertz

QCL and of the down-converted comb. Note that, in general, these will be different, resulting in different pulse-to-pulse phase shifts.
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Nyquist theorem, a full retrieval is possible provided that twice the
spectral bandwidth of Ed(t) is smaller than the sampling rate (that
is, provided that M × Df , frep

fs /2). If this is the case, then Ed(t)
can be obtained by filtering Es(t) with a low-pass filter of
bandwidth frep

fs /2. (Note that equation (4) can be applied to the
asynchronous sampling used in terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy, as in refs 22–25. In this case, due to the nonlinear
generation of the terahertz pulse, the carrier frequency is an
integer multiple of the repetition rate of one femtosecond laser;
that is, h¼ 0. Also, the sampling process can be seen as a
modulation of the femtosecond laser pulse train by the QCL
electric field (see equation (2) and ref. 29). In such a picture the
spectrum of Fig. 1f can be seen as the result of the heterodyne
beat between the lines of the femtosecond laser spectrum and
those of its M sidebands generated by the terahertz modulations at
(nQCLþm × frep

QCL), with 2q ≤ m ≤+ p).
The entire sampling process in the time and frequency domains

is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a–c, which shows the original
pulse train at a repetition rate frep

QCL (equation(1)), the sampled
trace at frep

fs (equations (2) and (4)) and Ed(t), together with their
Fourier transforms. An important point to note (Fig. 1a,b and
its caption) is that the effective time step between two sampled
points is given by Dts¼ Df/( frep

fs . frep
QCL) (ref. 25). This determines

the time resolution, which can in principle be reduced at will by
reducing Df until Dts reaches tp

fs, which sets the ultimate resolution.
Equation (3) ensures that in this case the terahertz carrier is properly
sampled. Finally, it is worth noting that, in general, the terahertz
and sampled spectra will not have the same carrier-envelope frequency
offsets (dTHz and dMHz in Fig. 1d,f ). This is reflected by the sampled

time trace having a relative carrier-envelope phase that is different
from that of the original terahertz waveform (Fig. 1a,c)31.

Experimentally, the challenge of this work consists in making the
sampling of the terahertz QCL coherent. This can be achieved by
stabilizing h and Df in equation (4), that is, from their expressions
given above, by stabilizing nQCL and frep

QCL relative to frep
fs . In this

case, the time jitter between the QCL waveform and the femto-
second laser repetition rate is eliminated, guaranteeing that during
the acquisition time the sampled signal accumulates coherently,
leading to very high signal-to-noise ratios.

Experimental set-up and phase-locking. Figure 2 presents the
electrical and optical characteristics of the QCL used in this work.
The emission spectra were collected with a Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a spectral resolution of 7.5 GHz.
The device is a 3-mm-long, 240-mm-wide ridge, embedded in a
single plasmon waveguide7. The QCL was mounted on the cold
head of a continuous-flow helium cryostat, and kept at a stabilized
temperature of 20 K. At a low current (1.24 A, Fig. 2b), the
emission is single mode, centred close to 2.5 THz. At higher
currents (1.35 A, Fig. 2c), we observe the appearance of three
longitudinal modes, separated by �26.6 GHz, that is, twice frep

QCL

(ref. 11). The maximum emitted power is �17 mW (Fig. 2a), and
was measured with a calibrated pyroelectric detector.

The experimental arrangement for the phase-locking of the
QCL to the femtosecond laser is shown in Fig. 3. We used three
synthesizers, labelled RF-1, RF-2 and RF-3, sharing the 10 MHz
reference of RF-1. RF-1 was used, with the help of a bias-T, to
modulate the bias current of the QCL at a frequency fRF1, close to
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Figure 2 | Electrical and optical characteristics of the terahertz QCL operated in continuous wave at a heat-sink temperature of 20 K. a, Voltage/current

(black line) and output power/current (green line) characteristics. b, Emission spectrum measured at a drive current of 1.24 A (red circle in a). The spectrum

is single mode. The linewidth is limited by the 7.5 GHz resolution of the FTIR spectrometer. c, Emission spectrum measured at a drive current of 1.35 A

(red square in a). The separation between the longitudinal modes is �26.6 GHz (equal to twice frep
QCL). d, Emission spectrum measured at a drive current

of 1.35 A. In this case, the current of the QCL was modulated by RF-1 with þ10 dBm of RF power at a frequency of 13.315 GHz (see set-up of Fig. 3).
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the free-running frep
QCL. Figure 2d shows an emission spectrum

obtained by driving the QCL at the same current as in Fig. 2c, but
with RF-1 delivering þ10 dBm of RF power at fRF1¼ 13.32 GHz.
As a result of the modulation, we observe the appearance of �10
Fabry–Pérot (FP) modes above threshold, separated by fRF1. As
shown in ref. 11, for a given RF power, when the modulation
frequency is sufficiently close to frep

QCL (to within �100/200 MHz),
the QCL becomes injection-locked; that is, fRF1¼ frep

QCL.
The synthesizer RF-2 was used to phase-lock frep

fs . This was
achieved using servo control electronics that fed back into a piezo-
electric transducer and a stepper motor to control the femtosecond
laser cavity length. The loop bandwidth was on the order of a
few 100 Hz. Having RF-2 referenced to the 10 MHz clock of RF-1
ensured that frep

QCL was phase-locked to frep
fs , making Df constant

(see equation (4)).
To sample the terahertz QCL electric field, radiation from the fre-

quency-doubled femtosecond laser and the QCL were simul-
taneously focused on a ZnTe-based electro-optic cell (Fig. 3; see
Methods and ref. 29 for a detailed description). The sampled
beam was subsequently detected using a fast balanced detection
unit with a bandwidth of �300 MHz, and filtered by a low-pass
filter with a bandwidth of 50 MHz; that is, approximately equal to
frep

fs /2 (Fig. 1e). This allowed the recovery of the down-converted
terahertz QCL pulse train given by Ed(t) in equation (4) (Fig. 1c).
Figure 4a shows an example of a spectrum of Ed(t) recorded with
a spectrum analyser with resolution bandwidth (RBW) of
100 kHz, and a sweep time of 5.5 ms. Here, the QCL was kept at
a temperature of 20 K, and driven in continuous wave at a
current of 1.35 A. The device current was then modulated
by RF-1, with an RF power of þ10 dBm and a modulation
frequency fRF1¼ 13.321794 GHz. The frequency of RF-2 was
set at fRF2¼ frep

fs ¼ 96.513 MHz. Nine narrow lines can be
clearly observed in the spectrum. As predicted by equation (4),
they are separated by Df¼ fRF1 – 138 × frep

fs ¼ 3 MHz, and corre-
spond to the down-converted longitudinal terahertz modes of the
QCL spectrum at frequencies hþm × Df (see equation (4) and
Fig. 1f). Their instantaneous linewidth on a sweep time of �5 ms
is of the order of 100 kHz. Figure 4b shows the same spectrum as
Fig. 4a, but acquired with the Max–Hold function of the spectrum
analyser switched ON for �1 s. The lines are significantly broad-
ened as a consequence of the fact that nQCL is not phase-locked to
frep

fs , and is therefore subject to fluctuations due to thermal and
current instabilities of the QCL32–34. As shown in equation (4), these
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Figure 3 | Experimental set-up. The terahertz QCL is driven in continuous wave with a commercial power supply. Synthesizer RF-1 is connected to the QCL

through a bias-T with a bandwidth of 15 GHz. Synthesizer RF-2 is used to control the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, frep
fs ¼ 96.513 MHz. The

frequency-doubled (775 nm) power output of the femtosecond laser (1,550 nm wavelength, 100 fs pulsewidth, 96 MHz repetition rate) is �50 mW. The

ZnTe crystal is 2 mm thick, and is followed by l/4 and l/2 waveplates, a polarizing beamsplitter (PBO), and a fast balanced photodetector (see Methods).

The output of the balanced detector, after being amplified and filtered with a lowpass filter of �50 MHz bandwidth, is phase-compared using an RF mixer to

the signal generated by synthesizer RF-3. RF-1, RF-2 and RF-3 share a common 10 MHz clock. The dashed arrows indicate the active controls of the QCL

carrier frequency and of the fs-laser repetition rate.
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Figure 4 | RF spectra of the sampled THz waveform. a, Single-shot trace of

the down-converted terahertz QCL spectrum recorded with a RBW of

100 kHz, and a sweep time of 5.5 ms. The QCL is driven at a current of

1.35 A (Fig. 2d) and is modulated with þ10 dBm of RF power, and frequency

fRF1¼ 13.321794 GHz ⇒ Df¼ 3 MHz is the frequency interval between the

lines. In this spectrum, the loop that controls vQCL is left open. b, Spectrum

collected with the Max–Hold function of the spectrum analyser switched ON

for �1 s. In this case, fRF1¼ 13.322794 GHz ⇒ Df¼ 4 MHz. As in a, the

loop that controls vQCL is left open. c, Spectrum collected with a RBW of

100 kHz and 100 video averages. Here, fRF1¼ 13.315794 GHz ⇒Df¼ 3 MHz.

In this spectrum, fRF3¼ 21.3 MHz, which allows phase-locking of the sixth

line from the left (labelled L0) to frep
fs . The wings indicated by the red arrows

on both sides of L0 show that the bandwidth of the phase-locked loop is

�1.5 MHz (ref. 29). Compared to panels a and b, the signal was amplified

by a further 30 dB.
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fluctuations are transferred to h¼ nQCL 2 frep
fs × int (nQCL/frep

fs ),
resulting in rigid shifts of the terahertz comb lines. Indeed the latter
are always separated by Df¼ 3 MHz thanks to the phase-locking
of frep

QCL to frep
fs . This is reflected by the fact that all lines of the spec-

trum of Ed(t) of Fig. 4b have an identical width of �2 MHz.
To complete the locking of the QCL to the femtosecond laser we

need therefore to phase-lock vQCL to frep
fs . This is achieved using the

technique described in ref. 29. Essentially, one of the lines of the
spectrum of Fig. 2b, at frequency (hþm × Df ) (see equation (4)),
is compared, using a RF mixer, to a reference signal generated by
synthesizer RF-3, at fRF3. As shown in Fig. 3, the error signal, oscil-
lating at the difference frequency (hþm × Df ) – fRF3, is fed into
fast phase-lock electronics and used to control a small fraction of
the terahertz QCL bias current. Figure 4c shows the down-converted
QCL spectrum obtained with the simultaneous phase-locking of
frep

QCL and vQCL to frep
fs , and measured under the same conditions as

for Fig. 4b. In this case, fRF3 was set to 21.3 MHz, which allows
phase-locking the sixth line from the left of the spectrum (labelled
L0). The positions of the wide wings on either side of this line
(red arrows) indicate that the bandwidth of the phase-locked loop
is �1.5 MHz (ref. 29). Despite the Max–Hold function of the

spectrum analyser being ON for several seconds, the width of
all the lines is still only 100 kHz, showing the effect of the phase-
coherent locking of the QCL to the femtosecond laser. Since the
measured linewidth corresponds to the RBW of the measurement,
the true linewidths are even narrower. A rigorous proof that all
the lines of the spectrum of Fig. 4c are phase-locked with a sub-
hertz linewidth can be found in Methods.

Active mode-locking of the terahertz QCL and frequency
synthesis. Figure 5 shows three examples of phase-locked time-
domain traces (middle column, black curves) for different RF-1
powers, and the corresponding RF spectra of Ed(t) on a linear
scale (left column). The time traces were recorded using an
oscilloscope with a 100 MHz bandwidth (Fig. 3). The trace in
Fig. 5d was obtained with the QCL driven at 1.24 A, and with
RF-1 delivering þ4 dBm of RF power. The time trace is
composed of a fast component modulated by a slower envelope
oscillating at Df¼ fRF1 – 138 × frep

fs ¼ 3 MHz. As shown by the RF
spectrum in Fig. 5a, the trace is generated by the QCL emitting
on three longitudinal modes, and corresponds to the terahertz
QCL mode-locked output being sampled by the femtosecond
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Figure 5 | Mode-locked operation of the terahertz QCL under simultaneous injection- and phase-locking for an increasing number of longitudinal modes.

Left column: RF experimental spectra in linear scale with frep
fs¼ 96.513 MHz, frep

QCL¼ 13.315894 GHz and Df¼ 2.9 MHz. Central column: corresponding

experimental waveforms (dots), and calculated waveforms assuming (red lines) that all modes have equal phases (Df¼0). The bottom axis shows the

effective measured timescale on the oscilloscope (Fig. 1c). The top axis shows the original timescale (Fig. 1c) obtained by rescaling the measured timescale

by the factor (Df/frep
QCL). The sampling step is Dts ≈ 2.3 ps, that is, equal to approximately six optical cycles at 2.5 THz. Note that all the measured pulses are

identical. Indeed, the waveforms were obtained by setting fRF3¼ 7 ×Df¼ 20.3 MHz, so that h¼0, which gives a null carrier-envelope phase shift for the

sampled terahertz pulse train (see equation (4), expression within brackets). Right column: computed pulse intensity in the terahertz range obtained from

equation (1) with fm¼0, ∀m, and using the measured values of Em (Fig. 1c) and vQCL (2.5 THz; see Fig. 2). a,d,g, 1,240 mA drive current, þ4 dBm RF power.

b,e,h, 1,326 mA drive current, þ9 dBm RF power. c,f,i, 1,346 mA drive current, þ10 dBm RF power.
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laser with a time step Dts¼ Df/( frep
fs . frep

QCL) ≈ 2.3 ps (the top
horizontal axis in Fig. 5d shows the original timescale obtained by
rescaling the measured timescale by the compression factor
Df/frep

QCL). The trace was collected with 1,000 averages, over a
measuring time of a few seconds, corresponding to more than
1010 roundtrips of the terahertz QCL. As discussed previously,
Dts could in principle be reduced by reducing Df, therefore
eliminating undersampling (Dts ≈ 2.3 ps corresponds to
approximately six optical cycles at 2.5 THz). However, in practice,
we found that the frequency of the down-converted lines must be
kept apart by approximately twice the servo bandwidth needed
for the phase-lock of vQCL (of the order of 1.5 MHz, see Fig. 4c),
otherwise the overlapping phase noise of each beat prevents
locking29. This presently limits the minimum achievable Df to
�3 MHz. Figure 5e,f shows two additional time traces, this
time with the QCL being driven at higher currents and modulated
with higher RF powers. At 1.346 A and with þ10 dBm of RF
power we were able to drive 10 longitudinal modes above
threshold, producing mode-locked pulses with a duration of
�10 ps (Fig. 5c,f,i).

By setting fRF1¼ 13.318794 MHz¼138 × frep
fs ,Df¼ 0 and all lines

of the down-converted spectrum are degenerate. In this special case
we verified that it is still possible to simultaneously phase-lock the
QCL modes. This implies that the values of fm in equation (1)
have a monotonic and weak phase dispersion, with a maximum
total phase-change of less than p/2. This type of phase dispersion
is predicted by the nonlinear theory of actively mode-locked lasers,
in the case of an inhomogeneously broadened gain curve, wider
than the longitudinal mode separation35. This condition is fulfilled
by the present laser, and by terahertz QCLs in general, for which
the gain curve is at least several hundreds of gigahertz wide36–38.
Here, in particular, given the small number of longitudinal modes,
we expect the effect of phase-dispersion to be negligible. The red
curves in the central column of Fig. 5 represent the calculated time
traces obtained from the expression of Ed(t) in equation (4), with
the Em values given by the measured line amplitudes (left column
of Fig. 5) and with thefm¼ 0,∀m. The agreement with the measured
time traces is remarkably good, indeed showing that the pulses
emitted by the mode-locked QCL are not significantly influenced
by phase dispersions; that is, they are transform-limited. A Fourier
analysis of the waveform has confirmed this finding.

To remove the effect of undersampling, the right column of Fig. 5
shows the reconstructed pulse intensity (/ (E(t))2) in the terahertz
range obtained from equation (1) with f¼ 0, ∀m, vQCL¼ 2.5 THz
(Fig. 2), and using the measured values of Em. In the bottom trace
the pulse width is �10 ps. Note that the value of vQCL is determined
by the spectra of Fig. 2, with a precision of 7.5 GHz, as given by the
resolution of our Fourier transform spectrometer.

In other words, the carrier-envelope offset frequency of the ter-
ahertz pulse train is unknown. This is irrelevant in the present case
because the pulses are composed of several tens of terahertz cycles
(this is why the terahertz oscillations are not discernible in the
plotted pulse intensities).

Discussion
We have directly observed active mode-locking of a terahertz QCL
by coherent asynchronous sampling of the emitted waveform. Our
technique is based on phase-locking of the actively mode-locked
terahertz QCL to a harmonic of the repetition rate of a femtosecond
fibre laser. This allows simultaneous control of the QCL carrier fre-
quency and repetition rate, that is, of its carrier-envelope phase
shift31, and represents the first report of coherent optical sampling
of a mode-locked laser. The sampling technique demonstrated in
this Article can be applied generally to any laser, provided that
one optical cycle of the emitted radiation is longer than the femto-
second-laser pulse width.

As well as providing a proof of principle that paves the way to the
use of terahertz QCLs for the synthesis of pulses with high repetition
rate and average power, our results prove unambiguously that these
devices can be actively mode-locked to produce transform-limited
pulses. As discussed in the introduction, mode-locking operation is
more likely to occur in terahertz QCLs than in mid-IR devices.
This is attributed to a longer non-radiative lifetime when the laser
transition energy is below the optical phonon. To this end, the tech-
nique demonstrated in this work could be used as a tool for system-
atically studying the dynamics of mode-locked QCLs and also to help
in elucidating the role played by the non-radiative lifetime in the
process of pulse formation14,15,39,40. From a more technological
point of view, exploiting the wide spectral gain of terahertz QCLs
to produce shorter pulses is another interesting topic for future inves-
tigations. Indeed, in principle, it should be possible to significantly
extend the bandwidth by at least several hundreds of gigahertz
by appropriate design of the active region, and thus decrease the
pulse duration towards �1 ps (refs 39,41). Thanks to their high
average power, such wideband terahertz QCLs, combined with the
coherent detection demonstrated here, could become an alternative
to present terahertz time-domain systems in spectroscopic and
imaging applications42.

Methods
Derivation of the sampled waveform. We begin with the expression of the electric
field amplitude of the QCL:

E(t) = exp(i · 2pnQCL · t) ×
∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp[i · (2pmf QCL
rep · t + fm)] + cc. (1)

By expanding equation (2) in a Fourier series the sampled electric field can be
expressed as

Es(t) = E(t)
∑n=+1

n=−1

d t − n
f fs
rep

( )
= E(t) × f fs

rep

∑n=+1

n=−1

exp(i · 2pnf fs
rep · t) (5)

This equation implies that the bandwidth of the femtosecond laser is infinite (that is,
the comb has an infinite number of lines). As explained in the main text, this is a
good approximation if the femtosecond-laser bandwidth is larger than the carrier
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Figure 6 | Spectra of the phase-locked lines labeled L0 to L5 in Fig. 4c,

measured with a RBW of 1 Hz, and 30 video averages. The frequency of

each line was offset to zero, and its intensity normalized to 1 (0 dB). Inset:

relative phase-noise increment from L1 as a function of line index, obtained

from the spectra in the main figure at 30 Hz from the carrier frequency

(black dots). The red line represents the expected noise increment, given by

10 × log (n2), where n is the line index.
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frequency of E(t) (that is, if tp
fs , 1/nQCL), which is the case in our experiment. From

equations (1) and (5) we obtain

Es(t) = exp(i · 2pnQCL · t) × f fs
rep

∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp[i · (2pmf QCL
rep · t + fm)]

×
∑n=+1

n=−1

exp(i · 2pnf fs
rep · t) + cc (6)

By defining two new variables, h and Df, as

h = nQCL − r × f fs
rep, with r = int( f QCL

rep /f fs
rep) (7)

and

Df = f QCL
rep − k × f fs

rep, with k = int( f QCL
rep /f fs

rep) (8)

we can re-express equation (6) as

Es(t) = exp(i · 2ph · t) × f fs
rep

∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp(i · 2pmDf · t + fm)

×
∑n=+1

n=−1

exp[i · (2p( r + m · k + n)f fs
rep · t)] + cc

= exp(i · 2ph · t) × f fs
rep

∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp(i · 2pmDf · t + fm)

×
∑n=+1

n=−1

exp(i · 2pnf fs
rep · t) + cc

= exp(i · 2ph · t) ×
∑m=+p

m=−q

Em exp(i · 2pmDf · t + fm)
[ ]

×
∑n=+1

n=−1

d t − n
f fs
rep

( )
+ cc (9)

which leads to equation (4) in the main text.

Electro-optic detection. The terahertz QCL and femtosecond-laser beam were
focused onto a 2-mm-thick (110) ZnTe electro-optic crystal. Both beams were
linearly polarized along the [1,–1,0] axis. The terahertz field induced an a.c.
birefringence, thus modulating the polarization state of the femtosecond-laser
beam42. The crystal was followed by a quarter-wave plate to compensate the ZnTe
static birefringence, so that the polarization of the femtosecond laser remained linear
in the absence of terahertz radiation. After passing through a half-wave plate, the
femtosecond laser was incident on a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) rotated at 458
with respect to the axis of the half-wave plate. This transformed the polarization
modulation driven by the terahertz a.c. field into an amplitude modulation; that is,
the terahertz QCL electric field amplitude was sampled by the femtosecond laser
(see equation (2))29. The two beams at the output of the PBS were detected with a
balanced detection unit comprising two silicon photodiodes (Hamamatsu S3399)
connected to a transimpedance amplifier, with a bandwidth of �300 MHz (ref. 29).

Phase-locking of the longitudinal modes. Figure 6 shows the normalized spectra
of the phase-locked line of Fig. 4c (L0) and of the five lines on its right (labelled L1,
L2, . . . , L5) measured with a RBW of 1 Hz, the limit of our spectrum analyser (for
clarity we subtracted the frequency offset of each line). As expected, from the
�25 dB amplitude measured at 100 kHz RBW (Fig. 4c), the amplitude of L0
increases to �80 dB at 1 Hz, showing that the latter is well phase-locked to frep

fs . We
also note that when moving away from L0, the phase noise increases from L1 to L5.
This is also expected, because, contrary to L0, which is directly phase-locked, lines L1
to L5 are phase-locked to frep

fs only through the injection-locking process using
RF-1. Now, RF-1 (and thus frep

QCL) presents a residual phase noise with respect to
RF-2, due to the unavoidable excess noise present in any RF synthesis process. This
residual phase noise results in the þ20 dB (from –80 to –60 dBm) noise increment
from L0 to L1, as shown in Fig. 6. As a consequence of the frequency multiplication
process, we expect this phase noise to scale as the square of the line index for all the
other lines. This is shown in the inset of the figure, where the phase-noise increment
from L1, measured for each line at 30 Hz from the carrier frequency (black dots), is
plotted as a function of the line index (n) on a log–log scale: within the error, the
experimental points are in good agreement with the theoretical noise increment
(red line), given by (10 × log(n2)). This proves that when the QCL is injection-
locked by RF-1 the phases fm of each longitudinal mode are constant.

Received 4 October 2010; accepted 21 February 2011;
published online 24 April 2011; corrected online 26 April 2011
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